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I recognized you instantly, from the back, by your walk, by that way you have of walking
that leaves you slightly off-balance, strained. Not exactly a limp, not injured, no, just a little bent,
a little askew. I stopped. You turned, and I saw your nametag even before I saw your face. No
doubt about it, it was you. Your face, you folded it inward like you were trying to hide it. You got
into the car without resistance, but then, what was there to resist. You were hitchhiking, I
stopped, and it seemed to you like it was all happening at once, you didn’t recognize me, what
was there to resist. You didn’t look at me, you tried to hide your wrinkled and troubled and
trembling face, how could you have recognized me.

You got in, you buckled your seat belt, and, very slowly, as if it was painful, you
unfolded, you brought your face out of your body, and you looked at me. You stared at me, and
I could see in your eyes that my face meant something to you, but what. You couldn’t place me,
you recognized me without recognizing me. You had seen my face somewhere, and here it was,
in front of you, in front of you and somewhere else, too, in a reluctant memory, my known-but-
not-recognized face, my face like a word on the tip of your tongue. You smiled to say thank you.

It’s you, it’s you first of all, and it’s you above all that we didn’t recognize. Not here, in the
dusk, hitchhiking by the side of the road, but earlier, all afternoon at the wedding. Even I, I didn’t
recognize you. How could I have recognized you, you don’t look a thing like me, you who used
to look so much like. But no, not you, it was my cousin, my cousin who looked so much like me.
My cousin is a little younger than I, and a bit smaller, too.

I remember a game we played as children, a game only we knew, a game entirely ours,
hers and mine, my cousin and me. We positioned our faces in facing mirrors, mirrors in the
bathroom folded open to just the right angle to show nothing but our profiles. My cousin’s face
was just below mine, like a repetition, not really a reflection, more like a visible stutter. Her face,
the same, my face right below itself, younger, repeated, doubled. We called the game « the
drunken mirrors. »

There was no way I could have recognized you, as, obviously, you weren’t her. Despite
your nametag declaring your name, my cousin’s name, no one got it, not even I. We got that
you weren’t her, but we didn’t get what you were doing there, nor who you were. We didn’t even
try to get it. My cousin wasn’t there, no doubt held up in traffic, and you, you were there, wearing
her name on a nametag. My cousin sometimes forgets her manners; if you’re going to be late,
you let someone know, and if you’re not going to come, you cancel.  There are always
cancellations at a wedding, even at the last minute. It’s a terrible bother but after all, at the very
worst, you simply redo the seating, you shift people, you shuffle them in relation to the head of
the table, you reorganize, balancing the number of women and men. It’s really rude not to
cancel, just as it is not to let people know when you’re going to be late, and we had just begun
to wonder if my cousin had had an accident when you started calling attention to yourself. At
first it took our minds off of worrying about her, but then it began to cause an even greater
concern. We all thought, conditioned as we are by our expectations, that it was simply a joke in
bad taste, then that you were a glomm-on, as my grandchildren would say. If not, why the



nametag? This streetperson had appropriated our name in order to eat and drink and have a
good time on our dime. Above all, to drink, we whispered, your bloated face was clearly that of
an alcoholic. You had written our last name on your nametag, my last name, as well as the
bride-to-be’s, my cousin’s too, and you had chosen a first name at random, and had just
happened to pick my cousin’s, it’s a common name. So, all explained. And yet, and now that I
know, it’s easy, it’s easy to understand, and now I remember, I noticed it in passing, but then
just as quickly forgot, you didn’t drink a single drop of alcohol, and now I know why.

It was the first thing I asked you, once you’d gotten into the car, just after your thank you
and your glance, and even before I knew where you were going. Why the nametag. You replied
in such a long exhalation that I thought you were going to run out of breath, or were hoping
you’d never have to breathe again, would never have to stop speaking, you replied in a single
gust of words, and with a mouth so trembling that I had a hard time hearing you, understanding
you, you told me and trembled and exhaled your entire history of a woman sick and dependent
on constant care.

You have to go back to the diabetic center, now, a nurse is waiting for you to give you
your dialysis tomorrow morning, you are lost. You don’t know what to do now, your train had
been organized by the center, but you had to leave much earlier because, in fact, no, you
weren’t invited to the wedding, and so you don’t know what to do now, how to take a bus back
to the train station, all this time to wait, and the bus, and the train. And you couldn’t take an
earlier train, the ticket was not exchangeable, and you just didn’t know, you don’t know about
things like that, you go out so rarely, almost never. In reality, no, you hadn’t thought about it, you
had just walked out, no, in anger, you don’t really know anymore, it was just then, it was now,
and it wasn’t all that great an idea because, thanks to leaving earlier you were going to be late,
you were maybe even going to miss your train, the evening train, the one you’d initially planned
to take, and you were going to miss your dialysis, and if I could oh yes if I could drive you to the
station and lend you the price of a ticket, to take the earlier train, at least to not miss the evening
train, or to help you change your ticket, that would put your mind at ease. All I had to do was to
give you my address and the center would pay me back, they’re so nice, if I only knew, without
them . . .

You weren’t looking at me anymore, again. You mixed up the time tables, the times, you
were completely disoriented. Again you had pulled your face back into your body. I promised all
of the above, yes of course, naturally. And then, and only then, you breathed again, and you
turned your face toward me. A face that anyone, anyone and first of all me, would have
recognized clearly as that of an alcoholic, a face marked, tracked, inevitably by drink, the skin
swollen, crossed by tiny exploded capillaries, fatty and blemished, embryonic evidence of I don’t
know what infection, those light eyes washed out and red, those prematurely old eyes looked at
me. You looked at me for such a long time that I was afraid you’d recognize me, but this was an
absent look, and in its vacancy, tears swelled. You cried voluptuously now, you cried with as
much energy as you had put to explaining yourself a moment before, but without words, and
from then on, without anger. Your face finally understandable, justified by the tears, all that
redness and puffiness excused, explained by the tears. You smiled at me and I understood that
you had still not recognized me, perhaps thanks to the tears. You thanked me and made good
use of the Kleenex that I’d just given you, I don’t really know if you thanked me, but something



close to it, with a loud blowing of the nose and an inelegant mouth. Nothing about you is
elegant, that’s the least that can be said, and perhaps that’s what so upset my daughter.
Mother, look how she’s dressed, she said, and I said to her but look at yourself, dear, look what
a state you’re in, it’s not that big a deal, pull yourself together. You caught your breath, again,
yes, took a deep breath and this time without trembling you told me how kind I was, like the
people at the center, and not like the bride.

When you said that word, I started, realizing that, in my haste, I hadn’t taken all the
decorations off the car, and, as if I’d spoken my thoughts out loud, as if you had translated my
sudden start, had fully understood, you smiled very discretely, almost to yourself, asking me if I
too was going to, or had just come from, a wedding. You added, embarrassed, that I was so
well dressed, while you, well, you simply didn’t have the means. I replied that I was coming from
my daughter’s wedding. Nothing less. You seemed reassured, saying that of course, if I was
Family (you didn’t say “one of the family” but “Family,” leaning on the capital, and you, who
could you be if you weren’t Family), you seemed reassured as if such a close relationship with
the bride justified such grand style much more than social convention, means, rank, or indecent
buying power ever could have. Besides, those people, those at the wedding you went to, the
wedding you’re coming back from, or rather not coming back from, you never come back from
such a thing, because of their lack of tact, those people, no matter how well dressed they were,
like me (you said “like you” with a knowing air as if you had finally recognized me, but upon
reflection, that’s impossible), those people so well dressed, they didn’t have a very becoming
attitude. You pronounced the word « becoming» as if you held it with tongs, afraid of its
contaminating filth. It’s really a shame to dress with so much taste, and then to follow it up with
so little elegance. You had an invitation, you could show it to me if I didn’t believe you, you had
an invitation for the wedding. You were angry again. I believed you.

I couldn’t believe it.
That invitation, I had written the address down on the calligrapher’s list myself, I’d spent

more time on it than on any of the others, I had to dig it out, it took several hours on the Internet,
and finally I’d found a kind of post-office box. My cousin was always what we called eccentric, I
wasn’t surprised by your address, I never even thought it might be somebody else’s, our name
isn’t that common. This name, we think of it as prestigious, rare. A name of rank.

You came back to yourself. You looked at me for a long time, excusing yourself for
taking me out of my way, you were perhaps going to make me miss my daughter’s wedding,
that would be inconceivable, or it  would be unconscionable, I couldn’t quite hear you, but
suddenly you realized, and you wanted me to stop right there and leave you by the side of the
road. By the side of the highway. “Out of the question,” I hissed, which also meant “Drop the
question” to cut the conversation short. It wasn’t what I wanted, on the contrary, I wanted to
hear everything that you had to say to me, I wanted to interrogate you again and again, but I
didn’t want to say too much about my presence here, on this highway, in my best wedding
clothes. I wanted to know more, much more, I wanted to ask questions, all the questions, but I
didn’t want to answer yours. 

What I want to know most of all is who are you? Who are you, tell me, if you’re not my
cousin?



I will still have doubts, you know, looking at the photos of the wedding in a few days. It
was just when they were taking photos on the steps of the church that your behavior had started
seeming odd. You wanted to be photographed with the newlyweds, and of course they refused.
You thought it was a joke, then you tried to sneak into the picture from the side. And I think you
actually managed you get into a few. I will look at them and I will wonder and if it was you, or my
cousin, if she had changed, if you are my cousin, if you no longer look like me. If she had fallen
ill. No, she would have told me, she would have been surprised, she would have laughed: but
don’t you even recognize me? She would have laughed instead of declaring, as you did, that
you had been invited, that no one could kick you out like that. Instead of protesting and yet not
being able to prove any connection with the wedding couple. Because that’s the question we
asked in order to have the intruder removed, we asked you if you were related to one of the
people getting married. Or it really was you, my cousin, but you had lost your head, your
memory. She had lost her memory and had looked at us without understanding, incapable of
answering the question except by showing your invitation, my invitation, the invitation whose
address it had taken me so much time to find, the invitation that I had sent, now thrust out
feverishly, like a pass. And we, we dismissed you, we handed the invitation back, there must be
some error, Ma’am, you understand.

But you didn’t understand, no, you made a scene, that’s what my daughter said, she
didn’t want this bag-lady crashing her wedding, this nut-case making a scene, and I, I was so
ashamed, I held back, yes, I didn’t do a thing either way, I just watched from a distance, I was
ashamed of my daughter’s behavior, of yours, I was ashamed of our error, my error, because I
was beginning to understand, I was standing too far back to read the address on the invitation’s
envelope, but I understood, yes, I suddenly understood, I kept well off to the side, which is why
you didn’t recognize me when you got into the car.

My one move, my one impulse, my one decision was radical, and after the fact. I left the
wedding. I left the wedding after the appetizers, I left my own daughter’s wedding, I ran out on
them. You ran out on us, those were pretty much the exact words she texted me a few minutes
ago on my cell phone, followed by a question mark. My daughter is so vulgar when she loses it,
she who’s usually so proper. Yes, I left, just like that, without telling anyone, just as we were
going over to the dinner, walked off the estate where at that very moment the grand dinner for
the grand wedding of my daughter was going to, was right now, taking place. I took a wrong
turn, I took the other route, the highway, to try to find my cousin who wasn’t there, and now here
we are, both of us, we’re in my car, my non-cousin and me. You and me. 

I look at you and I won’t get over it, won’t get over abandoning my daughter on her
wedding day, I abandoned her for you, you whom I don’t know, you who are nothing to me, you
who are not of the family, you whom I nonetheless met at my daughter’s wedding, you who
were not invited, you who were only invited through my error, my fault, you whom I invited, it’s
my error who was invited, you who have been made guilty of an involuntary identity theft, you
whom I made guilty of this theft. All the same, I’m furious with you, you could have figured it out,
guessed, you didn’t know those people, so why would they have invited you to their wedding?
Why did you accept the invitation? You should have declined. If you’d thought about it for two
minutes, you wouldn’t have put yourself in this situation, you wouldn’t have put us in this
situation. I’m angry with you, but I’m here, I’ll take you to the station, make sure that you get



back to your center, then I’ll go back, regretfully, to the celebration. I’ll invent a last-minute
cancellation for my cousin to avoid any questions.

The discrete—called “background”—music that played during the appetizers is still
running through my head. I’m still enveloped in the hiss of the CD, but is it this music, the
background music of my daughter’s wedding, or the memory of another music, perhaps a music
that belongs to no one but you, a musical murmur that must have come from you because it
was you that I was looking at during the appetizers, I was watching you struggle, you had been
accused, and I said nothing, I wrapped myself up in the musical background, I rooted myself
there, in the contrast between the modest music and your anger, in the gap  between discretion
itself, this felted music, and your vulgarity in defending yourself, in wanting to stay among us, in
wanting to join us at the dinner. This music in my head is your obstinacy. Now you beat its
rhythm with your fingers on your thigh, I think you’re beating out the rhythm of an unknown
music, unknown like you, a music that belongs only to you, an interior musical murmur, and this
murmur, this music, you only let it out through the tips of your fingers.

During the appetizers you asked so many questions, like a fearless child consumed by
curiosity, in a desire to know that went beyond bounds, you went beyond our bounds, the
bounds of our implicit social codes, those of appropriate behavior, beyond even the bounds of
the background music, so carefully chosen by my daughter, that soft music in which we
sheltered. You broke the ambiance, with your questions, you broke the rhythm. I think it was in
this rhythmic disorder that you truly seemed like an intruder.  You drooled a little, too. You
couldn’t manage to hold your tongue, you asked so many questions, and you couldn’t even
manage to keep it in your mouth, that tongue, when you had finished speaking. It came out in
an uncontrolled motion, it licked the corners of your lips, and quickly went back in. There was
still a little saliva at the edge of your mouth. It was embarrassing, so embarrassing if you had
known. But you did know, you knew it perfectly well. You must have noticed the sudden void all
around you, the uneasy glances, you must have realized how improper you were being. They
were so disturbing, all your questions punctuated by your clicking tongue, that one of the
caterers tried to make you stop. It was effort wasted, you continued to open your mouth,
forgetting yourself completely. You asked questions with your mouth full, shoving the bits of
food expelled by your speech back into your mouth with quick little movements of your tongue.
What world are you from? Don’t you know that at a wedding, you don’t really talk, you just
occupy space, disguise the silence. The tongue has no other function at a wedding, it’s the
same at most social ceremonies, you speak to distract the mouths, like appetizers do, to help
them avoid real speech and real questions.

Disgusted and irritated, my daughter watched me watching you. Her impatient look
ordered me to have you thrown out. You swamped us with questions but would not respond to
ours, you could even say that you couldn’t respond to them, and yet they were simple
questions, who are you, who invited you? Are you from the bride’s family or the groom’s? Now
in the car, you answer me in fits and starts. I have to choose my questions carefully in order not
to raise your suspicions. You must not realize what has happened, you must not understand
what I did back there, why I picked you up hitchhiking while my own daughter is celebrating her
wedding somewhere else. You must not put it all together. Your answers are staccato, as if they
come from your body, from the inside. You answer your own questions, your questions that are



not really questions, but anxieties. You try to reconstruct the story. Why those people invited
you, why they threw you out. 

You ask me what I think. You didn’t know how to react, you didn’t know how to defend
yourself, you don’t know that there’s no better weapon than approbation, no better defense than
yes. You said no to the point of excess, to the point of irreverence, in a strident, adamant voice.
You brandished your indignant no, trying to slide it in between our sentences like a rude child
slipping between the adults’ legs. You sequestered yourself in the no like in a corner. Beside
yourself and cornered. You demanded to know who was taking you to the dinner, while
everyone else was going to their cars to drive over to the place where the dinner was being
held. When you finally understood that no one was going to address the issue, that they were
ignoring you, that you couldn’t force anyone to listen to you and give you a ride, you simply left,
going off down the road with a childish impotence, you ran away.

I was busy giving last-minute directions, getting everybody organized, and I didn’t see
you leave. All the cars had left the parking lot except mine, and I looked for you to talk to you, to
explain my error, to excuse us all, but you were no longer there. Disturbed, I started the car and
took the highway to look for you. As I looked for you I brooded on the whole affair, from the
beginning, from the start of the misunderstanding, I wondered when I could set it straight, stop
the break, the accident. Now it’s too late. You are, to me, simply an accident, you know, but life,
life as you probably know, surely you know, and much better than I, life is nothing else, it’s
made up of breaches, contradictions, hitches, which is just fine, it’s the opposite of passivity.
You are the opposite of passivity, you are what contradicts, what trips us up; you are my tripper-
upper picked up on the road. 

We get to the station, you fall silent, and then start speaking again, you talk to me, again,
and this voice of yours, so much softer than that which carried your no, your refusal, this voice
that you have for me alone, I’m the only one to hear it. I curl up inside it, and inside your smell,
this very particular smell, in which I recognize the smell of apprehension. I wonder how you
manage, always having to watch your sugar, all the details of your treatment, the constant
vigilance. Your smell struck me as I opened the door to let you in, it put me at a loss, I hadn’t
noticed it at the wedding. At the wedding, the space was much larger, more airy, and it was still
early. It was still perfumed. And you, you hadn’t yet adopted your radical no. You were just a bit
off, off-kilter to everything, jokingly trying to get into the picture on the church steps, smiling,
laughing. We’re closer to evening now, closer to exhaustion. You’re not smiling anymore, but
you talk to me, calmly, you say goodbye and thank you, and I’ve gotten used to your smell, so
much so that after you’ve gotten your train ticket, I give you a hug. You’ve thanked me so many
times. 

I get back on the highway and don’t know if I’ll go back to the party, emotion has stripped
off my make-up, shame has made me ugly, mussed up my hair, so upset that I feel a bit mad, I
feel different, foreign, a stranger to my own family, I have your smell upon me, I hope no one
asks me any questions, I hope no one talks about you. I will open the door and I will try to hide
my disheveled air, my internal turmoil, in a smile, I will discretely sit down, amid an odd silence,
a perplexed pause in the conversation, at the empty place in front of the little card that bears
your name.



This story is loosely based on an “incident” that occurred at the wedding of a friend’s sister
(many thanks to her for letting me use it) as well as from my reading of Investigations of a Dog
by Franz Kafka. It also reflects my regard for Les hommes venus d’ailleurs by Virginie Barré
(2005), Dufftown #9 by Philippe Bazin (2002), Megas Dakis by Roberto Cuoghi (2007), Kittila by
Esko Manniko (1995), Look at me I look at water by Boris Mikhailov (1999), Water Bearer by
Lorna Simpson (1986), and Untitled by Kara Walker (2005).


